
IP Paket Level vBNS TraÆ Analysis and ModelingJianbo Gaoa, Vwani P. Royhowdhurya, Ronn Ritkeb, and Izhak RubinaaEletrial Engineering Department, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90095bSan Diego Superomputer Center, University of California, San Diego,9500 Gilman drive, La Jolla, CA 92093-0505Email: fjbgao, vwani, rubing�ee.ula.edu, fritkeg�nlanr.netAbstrat:In order to ensure ontinued availability of high-performane network for the nation's researh and ed-uation ommunity and to ontinue supporting thedevelopment of new high performane Internet apa-bilities, the National Siene Foundation (NSF) es-tablished the very-high-speed Bakbone Network Ser-vie (vBNS) through a ooperative agreement withMCI teleommuniations Corporation. To ensure qual-ity of servie (QoS) provided by vBNS, an importanttask is to understand harateristis of vBNS traÆ.In this paper we show that vBNS traÆ has long-range-dependent (LRD) properties, whih have beenobserved in LAN, WAN, WWW, and VBR video traf-� traes. However, we also show that the burstinessof vBNS traÆ varies from trae to trae, indiatingonsiderable spatial variations of traÆ features, andannot be haraterized by the Hurst parameter. Wedevelop a generalized multifratal model for vBNS traf-�. The model ontains two parameters, is easy toonstrut, and generates short-range-dependent pro-esses, onventional long-range-dependent proesses,and ideal multipliative multifratal proesses as spe-ial ases. The power of the proposed proess in mod-eling the vBNS traÆ is demonstrated.Key Words: vBNS traÆ, burstiness of networktraÆ, long-range-dependene, generalized multifra-tal model, queueing performane.1 IntrodutionThe very-high-performane Bakbone Network Servie(vBNS) is a leading-edge high-speed bakbone networkfor researh and eduation. Sponsored by the NationalSiene Foundation (NSF) and implemented by MCIas an IP over ATM network, the vBNS was �rst setup as an OC3 bakbone in early 1995 to interonnetthe NSF-supported �ve superomputer enters (SCCs)and four network aess points. In the late 90's, it wasupgraded to an OC12 bakbone and was expanded toreah over 100 institutions. It is also onneted to otherresearh networks, both within the United States andabroad.The primary goal of NSF in establishing the vBNS

is to support NSF-supported SCCs, diretly onnetedresearh institutions, and researh institutions that areserved by other networks, and to provide a test envi-ronment for early deployment and evaluation of newinternetworking tehnologies. To ensure quality of ser-vie (QoS) provided by vBNS, an important task is tounderstand harateristis of vBNS traÆ. The generalstatistial behavior of vBNS traÆ, inluding paketsizes, ow duration, volume, and perentage omposi-tion, on 1-day and 7-day time sales was studied byThompson et al. [1℄. A reent pressing topi in traf-� engineering is whether the traÆ under study haslong-range-dependent (LRD) properties [2-5℄, and howthe LRD nature of network traÆ may impat the per-formane of a network. Thus it is natural for us to askwhether vBNS traÆ has LRD property, and if it has,how its LRD nature may impat the performane ofvBNS, and how an this type of traÆ be suÆientlyaurately modeled.To answer the above questions, we analyze inthis paper a number of traÆ traes olleted by theNational Laboratory for Applied Network Researh(NLANR) measurement and analysis group passivemonitors at the San Diego Superomputer Center(SDSC) at a number of high-performane-onnetion(HPC) sites. The measurement durations of thesetraÆ traes range from 0.5 to several minutes, withhalf million to several million arrivals. Spei�ally, weshall show that like LAN [2℄, WAN [3℄, VBR video[4℄, and WWW [5℄ traÆ, the vBNS traÆ traes alsohave the LRD properties. However, we also showthat the burstiness of vBNS traÆ varies from traeto trae, indiating onsiderable spatial variations oftraÆ features, and annot be haraterized by theHurst parameter. To parsimoniously and auratelymodel the vBNS traÆ, we develop a generalized mul-tifratal traÆ model. The model ontains two pa-rameters, is easy to onstrut, and generates short-range-dependent proesses, onventional long-range-dependent proesses, and ideal multipliative multi-fratal proesses as speial ases.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. InSe. 2, we show vBNS traÆ to have the LRD prop-erty. In Se. 3, we study the burstiness of vBNS traÆ.



In Se. 4, we develop a simple generalized multifrataltraÆ model for vBNS traÆ and evaluate the powerof the model. Finally, we onlude in Se. 5.2 LRD features of vBNS traÆReent analysis of high{quality traÆ measurementshave revealed the prevalene of long-range-dependent(LRD) features in traÆ proesses in paket swith-ing ommuniations networks. Inluded are loal areanetworks (LANs) [2℄, wide area networks (WANs) [3℄,variable-bit-rate (VBR) video traÆ [4℄, and worldwide web (WWW) traÆ [5℄. In this setion, we showthat vBNS traÆ proesses also have the LRD prop-erty.Intuitively speaking, LRD property refers to the be-havior that a burst group onsists of a random num-ber of subsequent burst periods, while the number ofperiods an be unbounded. The formal de�nition isas follows [2,4℄: Given a time series X = fXi : i =0; 1; 2; : : :g, for eah m = 1; 2; 3; : : :, one onstruts anew time series, X(m) = fX(m)i : i = 1; 2; 3; : : :g, withX(m)i = (Xim�m+1 + � � � +Xim)=m; i � 1. In otherwords, X(m) is obtained by forming non-overlappingrunning means ofX of lengthm. LRD meansX(m) hasthe same statistial properties as those of X . The self-similarity feature refers to the behavior that e�etively,no smoothing takes plae forX(m) with largem values.The LRD feature refers to the behavior that the auto-orrelation funtion R(k) sales with time lag k in apower-law manner, R(k) � k2H�2, with 1=2 < H < 1,so that Pk R(k) =1.H is alled the Hurst parameter. It is onsideredone of the most important parameters for the study ofLRD traÆ. A number of estimators have been pro-posed to estimateH . One popular method is to employthe following variane-time relation [2,4℄:var(X(m)) � m2H�2; 1=2 < H < 1 (1)That is, in a log-log plot of var(X(m)) vs. m, one ob-serves a more or less straight line with slope 2H � 2.Note a proess is alled short-range-dependent whenH = 1=2.Fig. 1 shows four examples of variane-time plotsfor vBNS traÆ traes (a) OSU (Ohio State Uni-versity), (b) ANL (Argonne National Laboratory toSTARTAP), () COS (Colorado State University), and(d) MRT (Mihigan universities), respetively. Wenote that the line denoted by \Referene" orrespondsto H = 1=2. A at horizontal line orresponds toH = 1. Hene, all four lines, for OSU, ANL, COS andMRT, have their H values in between 1/2 and 1, mean-

ing that all the traÆ streams have the LRD property.
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Figure 1: Variane-time plots for traÆ traes (a) OSU, (b)ANL, () COS, and (d) MRT.The Hurst parameter measures the persistene oforrelations in a traÆ proess. It is even interpretedas the most important indiator of the burstiness ofnetwork traÆ [2℄. This is indeed true for ertain typeof LRD traÆ models suh as heavy-tailed ON/OFFmodel [6℄. If this viewpoint is orret for the vBNStraÆ, then we would expet that traÆ trae COSis at least as bursty as OSU, sine the Hurst parame-ter for COS is at least as large as that for OSU. Thelatter is a onsequene of the variane-time plot forCOS being urved to be more and more at for largem. However, as we shall observe in the next setion,traÆ trae OSU is way more bursty than traÆ traeCOS. This suggests that new type of LRD models otherthan more onventional LRD traÆ proesses suh asheavy-tailed ON/OFF proesses are needed to au-rately model vBNS traÆ. We note that the ontra-ditory relation between the burstiness of network traf-� and the Hurst parameter has also been observed inother types of measured LRD traÆ streams [7℄.3 Burstiness of vBNS traÆWe de�ne the burstiness of network traÆ by the fol-lowing operation. Consider a single server �rst-in-�rst-



out (FIFO) queueing system, with an in�nite bu�er. Itis driven by two traÆ proesses A and B. Proess Ais said to be more bursty than proess B, if a queue-ing system yields a longer system size tail distributionwhen the proess A is used to drive the queueing sys-tem. Note that when the bu�er size is of �nite size X�,then the system-size tail probability P (X > X�) esti-mates the paket loss probability. On the other hand,the paket delay time statistis an be readily om-puted by normalizing the system-size tail distributionsby the servie rate.There are two ways to obtain di�erent utilizationlevels of a network with a given traÆ trae. When theservie rate is �xed, one an more or less arbitrarilypartition the trae data into several piees then super-impose them. Suh a method was used, for example,by Fowler and Leland [8℄. One an also ahieve thisgoal by simply vary the servie rate. The two methodsare more or less equivalent, with the latter being morepopular. We shall employ the latter in our study.Figs. 2(a) and (d) show the system-size tail distri-butions when traÆ trae data OSU and COS are usedto drive a queueing system. The four urves, from bot-tom to top, orrespond to utilization levels � = 0:3, 0.5,0.7, and 0.9, respetively. To ompare the burstinessbetween OSU and COS, we have re-plotted the � = 0:9urve from Figs. 2(d) in Figs. 2(a). We thus observethat traÆ trae OSU is muh more bursty than traÆtrae COS. Reall that the Hurst parameter for COSis atually larger than that for OSU (Se. 2), hene,we have a ontraditory relation between the Hurstparameter and the burstiness of traÆ here. This on-traditory relation in turn implies that more onven-tional LRD models are not suÆient for the modelingof vBNS traÆ.Next we examine how well a short-range-dependentmodel, suh as a Poisson model represents the mea-sured trae COS and OSU. For this purpose, we on-strut from the measured traÆ trae data a proesswith exponentially distributed interarrival times andpaket length sequenes, with the mean interarrivaltime and mean paket length the same as those ofthe measured traÆ trae. Then we drive a queue-ing system using the onstruted proess. Suh aqueueing system is alled an M/M/1 queueing system,where \M" denotes exponentially distributed interar-rival times and paket length sequenes. The system-size tail distributions for these queueing systems areshown in Figs. 2(b) and (e), respetively, where foururves, from bottom to top, again represent the fourutilization levels, � = 0:3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. We notethat the two Poisson models themselves are of similarburstiness, as expeted from the analyti results for anM/M/1 queueing system, though OSU is muh more

bursty than COS. For better appreiation of how goodor bad the M/M/1 queueing system represents the be-havior of a queueing system driven by an atual traÆtrae, we have re-plotted the three low-utilization levelurves from Fig. 2(d) in Fig. 2(e) as dashed urves. Wethus notie that for not too high utilization levels, thePoisson model is atually quite good for COS. How-ever, for high utilization level suh as � = 0:9, even forCOS, the Poisson model underestimates the paket lossprobability and delay time by one order of magnitude.For OSU, the Poisson model simply underestimatesthe paket loss probability and delay time more thanone order of magnitude for all the utilization levels.
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Figure 2: System-size tail distributions for a queueing sys-tem driven by trae data (a) OSU and (d) COS; Poissonmodel for (b) OSU and (e) COS; and generalized multi-fratal model for () OSU and (f) COS (see Se. 4). Thefour solid urves, from bottom to top, orrespond to uti-lization levels � = 0:3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, respetively. Thedashed line in Fig. 2(a) is a re-plot of the � = 0:9 urvefrom Fig. 2(d), while the three dashed urves in Fig. 2(e)are re-plots of the three low utilization level tail distributionurves from Fig. 2(d).We note that the traÆ trae ANL is of similar



burstiness to OSU, while MRT is similar to COS. Thevariations in the burstiness of vBNS traÆ from traeto trae indiate onsiderable spatial variations of traf-� features, and demand new type of models to au-rately haraterize vBNS traÆ, espeially the bursti-ness of vBNS traÆ.4 Generalized multifratalmodel for vBNS traÆMultifratal analysis and modeling of LRD featuresof network traÆ has been a hot researh topi re-ently [9-11℄. Gao and Rubin have developed two typesof multipliative multifratal models [7,12-17℄. Onetype involves modeling the interarrival time series andpaket length sequenes of network traÆ separatelyusing two multifratals [12,17℄. Another type involvesmodeling the assoiated ounting proess (i.e., aggre-gated traÆ) by a multifratal [7,13℄. Both types ofmodels only ontain one or two parameters, very easyto onstrut, and provide amazingly good �t to thesystem size tail distributions obtained when measuredtraÆ trae data, inluding LAN, WAN, WWW, andVBR video, are used to drive the queueing system.Unfortunately, those ideal multipliative multifrataltraÆ models are not very suitable for the modeling ofvBNS traÆ. In this setion, we propose a generalizedmultifratal traÆ model for the vBNS traÆ.4.1 Stage-dependent multipliativeproess traÆ modelThe stage-dependent multipliative proess is best de-sribed in a reursive manner (see the shemati ofFig. 3).
Figure 3: Shemati illustrating the onstrution rule of themodel.� Step 1: At stage 0, we have a unit interval and aunit mass (or weight). We divide the unit inter-val into two (say, left and right) segments of equal

length, and partition the mass into two frations,r1;1 and 1� r1;1, and assign them to the left andright segments, respetively. The �rst subsript\1" means stage 1. The seond subsript \1" de-notes the position of the weight at that stage,starting from the left most. We only assign oddposition numbers, leaving the even position num-bers for the \omplementary" weights suh as1�r1;1. The parameter r1;1, alled the multiplier,is a random variable governed by a probabilitydensity funtion (PDF) P (0;1)(r), 0 � r � 1,where the supersript \(0,1)" means transitionfrom stage 0 to stage 1. P (0;1)(r) is assumed tobe symmetri about r = 1=2, so that 1� r11 alsohas the distribution P (0;1)(r).� Step 2: Divide eah interval in stage i into twosegments of equal length. Also partition eahweight, say ri;1, at stage i, into two frations,ri;1ri+1;1 and ri;1(1 � ri+1;1), where ri+1;1 is arandom variable governed by a PDF P (i;i+1)(r),0 � r � 1, whih is also symmetri aboutr = 1=2.� Step 3: Assume P (i;i+1)(r) to be GaussianP (i;i+1)(r) � exp� (r�1=2)2�2(i;i+1) (2)where 0 � r � 1, and its variane �2(i;i+1) variesfrom one stage to its next in a simple manner:�2(i;i+1) = a � �2(i�1;i) (3)where 1 � a � 2 is a onstant saling fator.� Step 4: Interpret the weights at stage N as thetime series of interest. For example, the weightsat stage N an be used to model the interarrivaltime series, the paket length sequenes, and theounting proesses (aggregated traÆ). Whenthe ounting proess model is adopted, then theinitial unit time interval is the total time span Tof interest, and the initial unit mass is the totaltraÆ loading in that time span. Eah weight atstage N is the total traÆ loading to a time slotof length 2�NT .First we note that when a = 1, the multiplier distri-bution funtions P (i;i+1)(r) beome stage-independent,and the proess redues to the ideal multipliative mul-tifratal traÆ model [7,12-17℄. Among the most inter-esting properties of suh proesses are [7,14,15℄:� Mq(�) = E(P2Nn=1(wn(N))q) � ��(q), wherewn(N) is a weight at stage N, � = 2�N , and�(q) = � ln(2�q)= ln 2. This property says that



ideal multipliative proesses are multifratals.When a 6= 1, our generalized multifratal pro-esses do not possess suh a nie property.� The weights at stage N have a log-normal dis-tribution. For our generalized multifratal pro-esses, when a is lose to 1, this property is stillapproximately preserved. We note that amongthe four di�erent types of distributions, normal,lognormal, exponential, and Weibull distribu-tions, the lognormal distribution is found to bethe best in desribing ertain features of WWWtraÆ suh as page size, page request frequeny,and user's think time [18℄.� Ideal multipliative multifratals have the LTDproperty, with the Hurst parameter given by1=2 < H � � 12 log2 �2 < 1, where �2 is the se-ond moment of the stage-independent multiplierdistribution.Seond, we note that the variane parameter�2(i;i+1) desribes the burstiness of the proess at thepartiular time sale 2�(i+1)T , where T is the totaltime span. Hene, when a = 1, the burstiness levelkeeps unhanged for all time sales. We shall showbelow that when 1 < a < 2, the proess still has theLRD property. This is the ase for the vBNS traÆ.We shall also show below that when a = 2, the proessredues to the short-range-dependent proesses suh asPoisson proesses.4.2 Analysis of network traÆAnalysis of network traÆ basially reverses the on-strution proedure for the model. Assume there are2N ounting states, fXi; i = 1; � � � ; 2Ng. We inter-pret them as the weight sequene at stage N. Theweights at stage N�1, fX(21)i ; i = 1; � � � ; 2N�1g, anbe obtained by simply adding the onseutive weightsat stage N over non-overlapping bloks of size 2, i.e.,X(21)i = X2i�1 + X2i, for i = 1; � � � ; 2N�1, wherethe supersript 21 for X(21)i is used to indiate thatthe blok size used for the involved summation atstage N�1 is 21. Assoiated with this stage is thesale � = 2�(N�1). This proedure is arried out re-ursively. That is, given the weights at stage j+1,fX(2N�j�1)i ; i = 1; � � � ; 2j+1g, we obtain the weights atstage j, fX(2N�j)i ; i = 1; � � � ; 2jg, by adding onseu-tive weights at stage j+1 over non-overlapping bloksof size 2, i.e.,X(2N�j)i = X(2N�j�1)2i�1 +X(2N�j�1)2i (4)

for i = 1; � � � ; 2j . Here the supersript 2N�j forX(2N�j)i is used to indiate that the weights at stagej an be equivalently obtained by adding onseutiveweights at stage N over non-overlapping bloks of size2N�j . Assoiated with stage j is the sale � = 2�j .This proedure stops at stage 0, where we have a sin-gle unit weight,P2Ni=1Xi, and � = 20. The latter is thelargest time sale assoiated with the measured traÆdata. Fig. 4 shematially shows this proedure.
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Figure 4: A shemati showing the weights at the last sev-eral stages for the analysis proedure desribed in the text.Next, we explain how to ompute the multipliersat di�erent stages. Following the notation of Fig. 3,from stage j to j+1, the multipliers are de�ned by thefollowing equation, based on Eq. (4):rj+1;i = X(2N�j�1)2i�1X(2N�j)i (5)for i = 1; � � � ; 2j . We view fr(j)i ; i = 1; � � � ; 2jgas sampling points of the multiplier distributionP (j;j+1)(r); 0 � r � 1. After rj+1;i is obtained, we aneasily estimate the variane of these multipliers, andeven estimate the distribution P (j;j+1)(r) by formingthe histograms of rj+1;i.To illustrate the above proedure, we �rst analyzetwo i.i.d time series with exponential distribution anduniform distribution. Figs. 5(a,b) plots the variationof the variane (in logarithmi sale) with the stagenumber. Clearly we observe that the variane doublesfrom one stage to its next. In other words, the salingoeÆient a = 2 in both ases.Next we analyze the vBNS traÆ OSU and COS.The variation of the variane (in logarithmi sale)with the stage number is shown in Figs. 5(,d), respe-tively, where we again observe two straight lines withthe slopes in between 0 and 1, indiating the saling o-eÆient a is in between 1 and 2. Hene, our generalizedmultifratal model exellently desribes the measuredvBNS traÆ data.
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Figure 5: The variane (in logarithmi sale) vs. the stagenumber N for (a) exponentially distribution random vari-ables, (b) uniformly distributed random variables, () vBNStraÆ trae OSU, and (d) vBNS traÆ trae COS.Now we are ready to understand why OSU is morebursty than COS. It is simply beause the variane forthe multipliers for OSU is always larger at any stagethan that for COS.4.3 Modeling of vBNS traÆIt is an easy matter to model the vBNS traÆ afterwe have obtained the saling oeÆient a and the vari-ane at, say, stage N or stage 1. Figs. 2(,f) showthe system-size tail distributions for queueing systemsdriven by our generalized multifratal traÆ models forOSU and COS, respetively. The four lines, from bot-tom to top, orrespond to the utilization levels � = 0:3,0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. Comparing them with Figs. 2(a,b),we observe that overall the model is exellent in �ttingthe system-size tail distributions. One an make themodel more sophistiated by adding, for example, oneor two parameters, and then the model ertainly willyield even better simulations to the system-size tail dis-tributions. Suh additional parameter(s) may indiate,for example, at whih stage the urves in Figs. 5(,d)beome at.

5 ConlusionsIn this paper, we have analyzed a number of IP paketlevel vBNS traÆ traes. We have found that, sim-ilar to LAN, WAN, WWW, and VBR video traÆ,vBNS traÆ also has the LRD property. However,the burstiness of vBNS traÆ is not well haraterizedby the Hurst parameter. We have developed a simpletwo-parameter generalized multifratal traÆ model.The model inludes short-range-dependent proessessuh as Poisson proesses, onventional long-range-dependent proesses, and ideal multipliative multi-fratal proesses as speial ases. It is shown that themodel is apable of aurately simulating the perfor-mane of a queueing system driven by measured vBNStraÆ traes, even though these measured traÆ traesmay have wide variations in their burstiness levels. Be-ing more general than the ideal multipliative multi-fratal traÆ model, this new model should be able togive a better desription of other types of measuredtraÆ suh as LAN, WAN, WWW, and VBR videotraÆ.AknowledgmentThis work was supported by ARO Grant No.DAAG55-98-1-0338 and by ONR researh ontrat No.N00014-01-C-0016 for the Minuteman projet.Referenes[1℄ K. Thompson, G. Miller, & R. Wilder, Wide-areaInternet traÆ patterns and harateristis. IEEE Net-work, vol.11, (no.6):10-23 (1997).[2℄ W.E. Leland, M.S. Taqqu, W. Willinger, and D.V.Wilson, On the self-similar nature of Ethernet traÆ(extended version). IEEE/ACM Trans. on Network-ing, 2, 1{15 (1994).[3℄ V. Paxson and S. Floyd, Wide Area TraÆ|-Thefailure of Poisson modeling. IEEE/ACM Trans. onNetworking, 3 226{244 (1995).[4℄ J. Beran, R. Sherman, M.S. Taqqu, and W.Willinger, Long-range-dependene in variable-bit-ratevideo traÆ. IEEE Trans. on Commun, 43 1566{1579(1995).[5℄ M.E. Crovella and A. Bestavros, Self-similarityin World Wide Web TraÆ: Evidene and PossibleCauses. IEEE/ACM Trans. on Networking, 5, 835{846 (1997).[6℄ K.H. Park, G. Kim, and M. Crovella: On the E�etof TraÆ Self-Similarity on Network Performane. InProeedings of the SPIE International Conferene on
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